CourseForCourt.com
Online Court-Ordered Classes

- Divorce/Parenting Education
- Anger Management
- Domestic Violence
- Theft Prevention/Impulse Control
- Drug & Alcohol Awareness
- Minor in Possession (MIP)
- Marijuana Education
- Tobacco Awareness
- Life Skills
- Behavior Modification
- Conflict Resolution
- Vaping Awareness
- Animal Cruelty Prevention
- Prostitution Prevention
- Driver’s Ed/Traffic School

Optional Referral Code

*North American Learning Institute and its instructors hold regional and national approvals and credentials.

A full list of courses can be found at CourseForCourt.com
Course For Court is your connection to affordable, user-friendly, online courses that satisfy court-ordered course requirements in most jurisdictions across the United States. Our pricing is simple, with no hidden fees of any kind, and a **100% money back guarantee** if your certificate is not accepted for absolutely any reason.

**COURSE FOR COURT BENEFITS**

- **LOW COST**: lowest price promise and NO hidden fees
- **EASY TO USE**: simple to start and finish
- **AVAILABLE 24/7**: courses accessible any time
- **100% ONLINE**: internet-based course delivery
- **COURT ACCEPTED**: money back court acceptance guarantee
- **APPROVED**: numerous state approvals and nationwide acceptance
- **LEGITIMACY**: various approvals, certifications, and memberships
- **NO FAIL FORMAT**: no need to worry about passing a test/quiz
- **INSTANT CERTIFICATE**: issued immediately online without delay
- **ACCESSIBLE**: use your PC, tablet, and/or smartphone
- **CONVENIENT**: start and stop as often as necessary
- **CERTIFICATE DELIVERY**: certificates emailed immediately
- **EXPERIENCE**: tens of thousands of certificates issued

**START NOW AT**

[CourseForCourt.com](http://CourseForCourt.com)

Please check the website for a full updated list of approvals and credentials.